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I. Introduction
We are in the incipient phase of exploring the subterranean realm of our Solar System. Research
on planetary caves requires cross-planetary-body investigations spanning multiple disciplines,
including geology, climatology, astrobiology, robotics, human exploration and operations. To
date, we have identified landscapes associated with caves, with varied speleogenetic processes and
evolutionary mechanisms, from Mercury to Pluto (Table 1). Importantly, over 1000 potential cave
openings have been identified on Mars (Cushing et al., 2007; Cushing and Okubo, 2017), and
nearly 200 have been documented on the Moon (Haruyama et al. 2009; Wagner and Robinson
2014, 2015).
Table 1. Classification of Earth and potential planetary cave types (modified from Boston, 2004).

Planetary caves provide access to the geologic record of the near subsurface without the need
for drilling or digging, with potential for preserved volatiles including water ice (Williams et al.,
2010) and organic matter (Richardson et al., 2013). Thus, caves may provide a record of volatile
delivery and climate change. Moreover, these features represent a unique environment that is
coupled with, but largely buffered from, surface thermal conditions. The cave climate typically
reflects the average annual surface temperature at depth (Cropley, 1965; Pflitsch and Piasecki,
2003). In addition, caves provide shelter from ionizing space radiation. The stable climatic and
buffered conditions of caves increase the likelihood of finding evidence of extinct or perhaps extant
life (e.g., Boston et al., 2001; Northup et al., 2011; Blank et al., 2018).
Speculation on the existence of caves on other planets can be dated to the late 19th century in
the lunar case (Nasmyth and Carpenter, 1874). More process-specific, geologic thinking on the
production of lunar voids has increased in recent decades (e.g., Halliday, 1966; Heacock et
al.,1966; Hatheway and Herring, 1970), with lava tube structures and their possible relationship to
sinuous rilles as a leading speleogenetic model (e.g., Oberbeck et al., 1969). A decade later, Mars
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was added to the list of potential cave worlds when lava-tube like features were identified in Viking
images (Carr et al., 1977). Horz (1985) was one of the first to suggest lava tubes could be used as
shelters for human explorers. With the advent of higher spatial resolution cameras, additional
volcanic and tectonic cave candidates were identified on Mars (Cushing et al., 2007; Cushing and
Okubo, 2017) and subsurface void space has been confirmed for several instances on the Moon
(Haruyama et al. 2009; Robinson et al., 2012; Ashley et al., 2012; Wagner and Robinson, 2014).
Although the identification of possible planetary caves is currently restricted to these two bodies,
the identification of geologic substrates conducive to the formation of subterranean cavities has
been cataloged across the Solar System—including the terrestrial planets, asteroids (e.g. Vesta),
the dwarf planets Ceres and Pluto, many of the outer Solar System icy moons (e.g., Enceladus,
Europa, and Titan), and even comets (Boston et al., 2001; Massironi et al., 2015). The discussion
of high porosity regoliths and the potential for astrobiologically relevant microcaves is beyond the
scope of this white paper but is partially addressed in Stamenković et al. (2020).
Given these advances, a diverse and interdisciplinary community of planetary caves
researchers has emerged. Their activities have been partially documented by a series of workshops
and conferences over the last 13 years (Titus & Boston, 2012; Wynne et al., 2016). These meetings
brought together scientists and engineers from around the world to discuss both science needs, as
well as engineering challenges for cave research on other planetary bodies.
Attendees at the last planetary caves conference (18-12 February 2020) determined that a goals
and/or roadmap document, like those of the Assessment and Advisory Groups, was needed to
establish a common framework for planetary cave research. This white paper is our initial
conception of such an effort.
II. Goals
These goals (in order of boundary conditions) and objectives provide a framework for planetary
caves research that emphasizes the importance of further study on speleogenetic processes, while
recognizing the individuality of planetary bodies (refer to Table 2).
III. Crosscutting themes
Interconnecting geology, habitability, and astrobiology. A cave’s geology forms the boundary
conditions that determine how the cave environment (or cave climate) interacts with the surface,
the atmosphere, and the deeper subsurface. Cave climate (or specific microclimates therein) can
dictate whether habitable conditions existed or continue to exist. Long-term climate also may
affect the preservation of biosignatures. Furthermore, the presence of life may alter the geology of
both the cave interior and climate. On Earth, abiotic and biotic processes are not necessarily binary,
but form a continuum between geology and biology. Thus, the interactions between geology,
habitability, and astrobiology will likely determine the best approaches to investigate caves.
Terrestrial analogs, in their many forms, will be the best means of investigating questions related
to this triumvirate over the next decade.
Ice and other volatiles. Data on the presence, absence, and/or geochemical processes of volatile
compounds (especially water ice), inform multiple cave research goals and objectives. Ice can
either form or modify caves. Ice may provide a record of current climate and may contain a record
of past planetary climates. Importantly, vertical to sub-vertical cave passages are efficient cold
traps and may contain perennial ice, and therefore represent one of the best locations to search for
evidence of past climate change and life (i.e., biosignatures or life constituents). Additionally, ice
could provide an important resource for human exploration (for the Moon and Mars) and/or may
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even sustain extant life. On Earth, ice caves can occur at low latitudes (e.g., California, Oregon,
New Mexico, Hawaii, and Iceland), and modeling suggests they exist at low latitudes on Mars as
well (Williams et al., 2010). In the outer Solar System, other volatiles may be equally interesting,
such as CO and CO2 super-volatiles in cometary nuclei and those involved in the methane cycle
on Titan (Hayes et al., 2018).
Table 2. Science goals and objectives for planetary caves research for the next decade.

IV. Roadmap for the scientific exploration of planetary caves
The status of planetary cave exploration varies across the Solar System. Even though Earth
represents the most advanced stage of development, many questions remain unanswered about
terrestrial caves and how they might serve as planetary analogs. Beyond Earth, planetary caves
exploration is most advanced for the Moon and Mars, given that confirmed and candidate cave
entrances are now well known and several missions and mission concepts to examine those
entrances have been proposed. A cave exploration roadmap for the next decade could be divided
into three phases: identification, characterization, and exploration (Table 3). Developing
capabilities is a crosscutting theme that applies to all phases and includes the continued
development of models and technology, as well as continued validation of both cave science and
exploration technologies.
Identification. On Earth, caves are found by a combination of geological and geomorphological
map analyses and their direct reconnaissance in the field (e.g., Ground Penetrating Radar). More
advanced, albeit still somewhat experimental techniques, include combining thermal and visible
imaging (e.g., Rinker, 1975; Cushing & Okubo, 2017; Wynne et al. 2015). These techniques
should be fully developed and expanded upon to detect caves on other planetary bodies. Limiting
the search area by first identifying cave-bearing landscapes, and then systematically searching for
caves via standard context imaging that accompanies most space missions is another approach that
has been successfully used (e.g., Cushing & Okubo, 2017). However, to identify specific features,
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such as possible cave entrances, skylights, or collapse pits, high spatial resolution imaging is
needed. Other remote sensing techniques, if deployed with enough spatial resolution, include
radar, electrical resistivity imaging (Selim et al., 2014), and gravimetry (Chappaz et al., 2016). The
use of terrestrial analog studies will be required to test these techniques for the identification of
caves. Once these techniques have successfully demonstrated their use in the identification of
terrestrial caves, further development will be required to expand these capabilities to the search
for caves on other planetary bodies.
Table 3. Planetary caves architecture for the next 10 years.

Characterization. Confirmation that a void space in the ground is a cave entrance (rather than
simply a deep pit) will be required before deploying additional exploration and science assets, and
the cave must have been evaluated and determined to be a high-priority science target. Planned
missions like the Mars 2020 Helicopter and Titan’s Dragonfly, and proposed missions like Moon
Diver, provide examples of spacecraft platforms that could be used to evaluate and/or confirm
scientifically interesting cave access points. Surface rovers could also be useful for reconnaissance,
given favorable cave-entrance morphology, or if equipped with ground-penetrating sensors.
Further development and refinement of these types of platforms should continue. Technologies
that could remotely delineate the internal structure of caves is another important area of research.
For bodies with substantial atmospheres, air flow (e.g. cave breathing) may be indicative of a large
subsurface void space for single entrance caves (Wigley, 1967). Meteorological stations located
in or near a cave entrance could provide the much needed data to further model the extent and
internal characteristics of the cave. Developing these and other methods to evaluate features
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identified as large caves would further reduce mission risk, and terrestrial analog studies will be
required to fully develop these capabilities over the next decade.
Exploration. Currently, no missions are planned to enter and explore caves on other planets.
Now is a good time to invest in long-lead technology development that is needed to follow up once
target caves have been identified and access points sufficiently characterized. Various mission
concepts have been proposed (e.g., Kerber et al., 2019; Phillips-Lander et al., 2020). Challenges
include mobility, communications, navigation, and power. A range of platforms is currently under
various stages of development that include (but are not limited to) robots with limbs (e.g., Parness
et al., 2017), flying robot swarms (e.g., Kalita et al., 2017), a tethered rover (e.g., Nesnas et al.,
2012), swarms of microbots (e.g., Kesner et al., 2007), and deployable stationary payloads (e.g.,
Dille et al., 2020). Each type of platform has its unique capabilities and limitations; which to select
will depend on the cave to be explored. Continued development of all these types of platforms are
needed for future mission flexibility, which will benefit both cave and other planetary missions.
Regardless of the robotic platform, once inside a cave, communication is no longer direct lineof-sight to either an orbiter or to Earth. Communications will require an extra step not needed for
surface rovers, such as relaying between nodes, tethering, transmitting low frequency radio waves
through the overburden, or returning to the cave entrance after an exploration forays (Martz et al.,
2020). Bandwidth will be limited, and data downlinks will need to be compressed and prioritized.
Onboard processing may be needed to interpret data for follow-up measurements. Continued
development of communication hardware and software is needed over the next decade.
Due to limited communications from within the cave to the surface, navigation will need to be
autonomous. Robots must autonomously detect hazards and select safe and scientifically useful
trajectories. Because caves are devoid of natural lighting, active sensors will be needed. Ideally, a
suite of navigation instruments would perform the dual role of both science and navigation.
Continued development of this capability is needed.
Power is needed for all aspects discussed above and will be the determining factor in the length
of the mission. This is expected to be the critical component for any subsurface void exploration
mission; innovation may be needed to solve this problem.
V. Conclusions and recommendations
Planetary caves research and exploration has the potential to exponentially expand over the next
decade. Before we can explore caves beyond Earth, we must find them, confirm they are highpriority scientific targets, and characterize their entrances/interiors remotely.
We suggest two complementary strategies for different parts of the Solar System: (1) develop
on Earth, demonstrate on the Moon (where practical), and deploy to Mars and (2) expand high
spatial resolution imaging to map the surfaces of more planetary bodies. Under the first approach,
the technologies needed for Mars subsurface reconnaissance and exploration could be tested on
the Moon first, in line with the LEAG Roadmap and supporting all four MEPAG Goals.
Finding caves on more Solar System bodies requires collecting data with a resolution high
enough to detect caves and cave openings. Data sets that could be used to determine topography
would have added benefit. For airless and transparent atmospheric planetary bodies,
HiRISE/LROC-type imagers would suffice. Orbiting radar or aerial platforms may be needed for
Venus and Titan. Expanding the capabilities and use of drones for high spatial resolution cave
detection and entrance characterization (especially lateral entrances) is needed for future mission
planning. The development of flight-qualified instruments that can resolve (and characterize) nearsurface void interiors using remote sensing are also needed.
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Continued cave climate modeling and analog studies are needed to identify the best
approach(es) to characterize cave entrances and interiors remotely. This will amplify our ability to
address key science questions related to habitability and astrobiology potential.
Finally, robotic development must continue along several simultaneous fronts. Technological
capabilities associated with aerial drones for both entrance reconnaissance and possible interior
surveys, rovers for entrance and surface reconnaissance, crawlers for entrance and interior
investigations, and single axle tethered rovers for entrance and interior studies should all continue
to advance in parallel. If these technologies can be sufficiently matured over the next decade,
NASA will gain the flexibility to choose the appropriate exploration platform for the structure of
the cave selected.
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